We consider the problem of claims reserving and estimating run-off triangles. We generalize the gamma cell distributions model which leads to Tweedie's compound Poisson model. Choosing a suitable parametrization, we estimate the parameters of our model within the framework of generalized linear models (see and ). We show that these methods lead to reasonable estimates of the outstanding loss liabilities.
INTRODUCTION
Claims reserving and IBNR estimates are classical problems in insurance mathematics. Recently Jørgensen-de Souza [2] and Smyth-Jørgensen [8] have fitted Tweedie's compound Poisson model to insurance claims data for tarification. Using the connection between tarification and claims reserving analysis (see Mack [3] ), we translate the fitting procedure to our run-off problem. Our model should be viewed within the context of stochastic methods for claims reserving. For excellent overviews on this topic we refer to England-Verrall [1] and Taylor [9] .
The starting point of this work was the gamma cell distributions model presented in Section 7.5 of Taylor [9] . The gamma cell distributions model assumes that every cell of the run-off triangle consists of r ij independent payments which are gamma distributed with mean t ij and shape parameter g. These assumptions enable the calculation of convoluted distributions of incremental payments. Unfortunately, this model does not allow one to estimate e.g. the mean square error of prediction (MSEP), since one has not enough information. We assume that the number of payments r ij are realisations of random variables R ij , i.e. the number of payments R ij and the size of the individual payments X (k) ij are both modelled stochastically. This can be done assuming that ASTIN BULLETIN, Vol. 33, No. 2, 2003, pp. 331-346 R ij is Poisson distributed. These assumptions lead to Tweedie's compound Poisson model (see e.g. Jørgensen-de Souza [2] ). Choosing a clever parametrization for Tweedie's compound Poisson model, we see that the model belongs to the exponential dispersion familiy with variance function V(m) = m p , p ∈ (1,2), and dispersion ƒ. It is then straightforward to use generalized linear model (GLM) methods for parameter estimations. A significant first step into that direction has been done by Wright [11] .
In this work we study a version of Tweedie's compound Poisson model with constant dispersion ƒ (see Subsection 4.1) . This model should be viewed within the context of the over-dispersed Poisson model (see or England-Verrall [1] , Section 2.3) and the Gamma model (see Mack [3] and England-Verrall [1] , Section 3.3): The over-dispersed Poisson model and the Gamma model correspond to the two extreme cases p = 1 and p = 2, resp. Our extension closes continuously the gap between these two models, since p ∈ (1, 2). To estimate p we additionally use the information r ij which is not used in the parameter estimations for p = 1 and p = 2. Though we have one additional parameter, we obtain in general better estimates since we also use more information and have more degrees of freedom.
Moreover, our parametrization is such that the variance parameters p and ƒ are orthogonal to the mean parameter. This leads to a) efficient parameter estimations (fast convergence), b) good estimates of MSEP.
At the end of this article we demonstrate the method using motor insurance datas. Our results are compared to several different classical methods. Of course, in practice it would not be wise to trust in just these methods. It should be pointed out that the methods presented here are all payment based. Usually it is also interesting to compare payment based results to results which rely on total claims incurred datas (for an overview we refer to Taylor [9] and the references therein).
In the next section we define the model. In Section 3 we recall the definition of Tweedie's compound Poisson model. In Section 4 we apply Tweedie's compound Poisson model to our run-off problem. In Section 5 we give an estimation procedure for the mean square error of prediction (MSEP). Finally, in Section 6 we give the examples.
DEFINITION OF THE MODEL
We use the following (well-known) structure for the run-off patterns: the accident years are denoted by i ≤ I and the development periods are denoted by j ≤ J. We are interested in the random variables C ij . C ij denote the incremental payments for claims with origin in accident year i during development period j. Usually one has observations c ij of C ij for i + j ≤ I and one tries to complete (estimate) the triangle for i + j > I. The following illustration may be helpful.
Definition of the model:
1. The number of payments R ij are independent and Poisson distributed with parameter l ij w i > 0. The weight w i > 0 is an appropriate measure for the volume.
The individual payments X
(k) ij are independent and gamma distributed with mean t ij > 0 and shape parameter g > 0.
3. R ij and X (k) mn are independent for all indices. We define the incremental payments paid in cell (i, j) as follows
1)

Remarks:
• There are several different possibilities to choose appropriate weights w i , e.g. the number of policies or the total number of claims incurred, etc. If one chooses the total number of claims incurred one needs first to estimate the number of IBNyR cases (cases incurred but not yet reported).
• Sometimes it is also convenient to define R ij as the number of claims with origin in i which have at least one payment in period j.
• Y ij denotes the normalized incremental payments in cell (i,j).
• One easily sees that conditionally, given R ij , the random variable C ij is gamma distributed with mean R ij t ij and shape parameter R ij g (for R ij > 0).
TWEEDIE'S COMPOUND POISSON MODEL
In this section we formulate our model in a reparametrized version, this has already been done in the tarification problems of [2] and [8] . Therefore we try to keep this section as short as possible and give the main calculations in Appendix A. 
If we set q = m 1-p / (1 -p) we see that the density of Y can be written as (see also [2] , formula (12)) , / .
ƒ is the so-called dispersion parameter and V(·) the variance function with p ∈ (1, 2). For our claims reserving problem we consider the following situation:
Constant dispersion ƒ (see Subsection 4.1): p ∈ (1, 2) and Y ij are independent with
Interpretation and Remarks:
• Tweedie [10] seems to be the first one to study the compound Poisson model with gamma severeties from the point of view of exponential dispersion models. For this reason this model is known as Tweedie's compound Poisson model in the literature, see e.g. [8] .
• p = (g + 2) / (g + 1) is a function of g (shape parameter of the single payments distributions X (k) ij ). Hence the shape parameter g determines the behaviour of the variance function V(m) = m p . Furthermore we have chosen a parametrization (m, ƒ, p) such that m is orthogonal to (ƒ, p) in the sense that the Fisher information matrix is zero in the off-diagonal (see e.g. [2] , page 76, or [8] ). I.e. our parametrization focuses attention to variance parameters (ƒ, p) and a mean parameter m which are orthogonal to each other. This orthogonality has many advantages to alternative parametrizations. E.g. we have efficient algorithms for parameter estimations which typically rapidly converge (see Smyth [7] ). Moreover the estimated standard errors of m, which are of most interest, do not require adjustments by the standard errors of the variance parameters, since these are orthogonal.
• Our model closes continuously the gap between the over-dispersed Poisson
Model (see Renshaw-Verrall [6] or England-Verrall [1] , Section 2.3) where we have a linear variance function (p = 1):
and the Gamma model (see Mack [3] and England-Verrall [1] , Section 3.3) where
In our case p is estimated from the data using additionally the information r ij (see (4.6)). The information r ij is not used in the boundary cases p = 1 and p = 2.
• Naturally in our model we have p ∈ (1, 2), since g > 0. We estimate p from the data, so theoretically the estimated p could lie outside the interval [1, 2] which would mean that none of our models fits to the problem (e.g. p = 0 implies normality, p = 3 implies the inverse Gaussian model). In all our claims reserving examples we have observed that the estimated p was lying strictly within (1,2).
APPLICATION OF TWEEDIE'S MODEL TO CLAIMS RESERVING
Constant dispersion parameter model
We assume that all the Y ij are independent with Y ij ∼ ED (p) (m ij , ƒ/w i ), i.e. Y ij belongs to the exponential dispersion family with p ∈ (1,2), and , , = ---
Formula (4.2) immediately shows that given p the observations y ij = c ij / w i are sufficient for MLE estimation of m ij (one does not need r ij ). Moreover, for constant ƒ, the dispersion parameter has no influence on the estimation of m.
Next we assume a multiplicative model (often called chain-ladder type structure): i.e. there exist parameters ␣(i) and f ( j) such that for all i ≤ I and j ≤ J ( ) ( ).
After suitable normalization, ␣ can be interpreted as the expected ultimate claim in accident year i and f is the proportion paid in period j. It is now straightforward to choose the logarithmic link function 
From this we obtain the profile likelihood for p and g, resp.,
Given m, the parameter p is estimated maximizing (4.6).
c) Finally we combine a) and b). The main advantage of our parametrization is (as already mentioned above) the orthogonality of m and (ƒ, p). m can be estimated as if (ƒ, p) were known and vice versa. Alternating the updating procedures for m and (ƒ, p) leads to an efficent algorithm: Set initial value p (0) and estimate m (1) via a). Then estimate p (1) from m (1) via (4.6), and iterate this procedure. We have seen that typically one obtains very fast convergence of (m (k) , p (k) ) to some limit (for our examples below we needed only 4 iterations).
Dispersion modelling
So far we have always assumed that ƒ is constant over all cells (i, j). If we consider the definitions (3.3) and (3.4) we see that every factor which increases l increases the mean m and decreases the dispersion ƒ because p ∈ (1,2). Increasing the average payment size t increases both the mean and the dispersion. Changing l and t such that l 1-p t 2-p remains constant has only an effect on the mean m. Hence it is necessary to model both the mean and the dispersion in order to get a fine structure, i.e. model m ij and ƒ ij for each cell (i,j) individually and estimate p. Such a model has been studied in the context of tarification by Smyth-Jørgensen [8] .
We do not further follow these ideas here since we have seen that in our situation such models are over-parametrized. Modelling the dispersion parameters while also trying to optimize the power of the variance function allows too many degrees of freedom: e.g. if we apply the dispersion modelling model to the data given in Example 6.1 one sees that p is blown up when allowing the dispersion parameters to be modelled too. It is even possible that there is no unique solution when modelling ƒ ij and p at the same time (in all our examples we have observed rather slow convergence even when choosing "meaningful'' initial values which indicates this problematic).
MEAN SQUARE ERROR OF PREDICTION
To estimate the mean square error of prediction (MSEP) we proceed as in England-Verrall [1] . Assume that the incremental payments C ij are independent, CLAIMS RESERVING USING TWEEDIE'S COMPOUND POISSON MODEL and C ij % are unbiased estimators depending only on the past (and hence are independent from C ij ). Assume j ij is the GLM estimate for j ij = log m ij , then (see e.g. [1] , (7.6)-(7.7))
.
The last term is usually available from standard statistical software packages, all the other parameters have been estimated before. The first term in (5.1) denotes the process error, the last term the estimation error. The estimation of the MSEP for several cells (i, j) is more complicated since we obtain correlations from the estimates. We define D to be the unknown triangle in our run-off pattern. Define the total outstanding payments
, . 
The evaluation of the last term needs some care: Usually one obtains a covariance matrix for the estimated GLM parameters log ␣(i) and log f ( j). This covariance matrix needs to be transformed into a covariance matrix for j with the help of the design matrices.
6. EXAMPLE Example 6.1.
We consider Swiss Motor Insurance datas. We consider 9 accident years over a time horizon of 11 years. Since we want to analyze the different methods rather mechanically, this small part of the truth is already sufficient for drawing conclusions.
Remark: As weights w i we take the number of reported claims (the number of IBNyR claims with reporting delay of more than two years is almost zero for this kind of business).
a) Tweedie's compound Poisson model with constant dispersion.
We assume that Y ij are independent with Y ij ∼ ED (p) (m ij , ƒ/w i ) (see (4.1)). Define the total outstanding payments C as in (5.2). If we start with initial value p (0) = 1.5 ∈ (1,2) and then proceed the estimation iteration as in Subsection 4.1, we observe that already after 4 iterations we have sufficiently converged to equilibrium (for the choice of p one should also have a look at Figure 1 ): Altogether this leads to the following result:
The results in Table 6 .6 show that there is considerable uncertainty in the reserve estimates, especially in the old years where the outstanding payments are small. This comes from the fact that we have only little information to estimate f(j) for large j and it turns out that the parameter estimation error lives on the same scale as the process error. For young accident years we have on the one hand a lot of information to estimate f(j) for small j and on the other hand f(j) for j large has a rather small influence on the overall outstanding payments estimate for young accident years in our example. Therefore the relative prediction error is smaller for young accident years b) Over-dispersed Poisson and Gamma Model.
We first compare our result to the two boundary cases p = 1 and p = 2. These models are described in Renshaw-Verrall [6] or England-Verrall [1], Section 2.3 (over-dispersed Poisson model) and Mack [3] or England-Verrall [1] , Section 3.3 (Gamma model). We also refer to (3.10)-(3.11). We obtain the following results:
CLAIMS RESERVING USING TWEEDIE'S COMPOUND POISSON MODEL 341 Table 6 .6 we additionally use the information coming from the number of payments r ij (which is used for the estimation of p). 2) In our model, the variance parameters (ƒ, p) are orthogonal to m, hence their uncertainties have no influence on the parameter error term coming from Var (m ).
c) Mack's model and log-normal model.
A classical non-parametric model is the so-called chain-ladder method where we apply Mack's formulas (see Mack [4] ) for the MSEP estimation. We apply the chain-ladder method to the cumulative payments
We choose the chain-ladder factors and the estimated standard errors as follows (for the definition of f (j) and s 2 j = ␣ 2 j we refer to Mack [4] , formulas (3) and (5)). Of course there is unsufficient information for the estimation of s 10 . Since it is not our intention to give good strategies for estimating ultimates (this would go beyond the scope of this paper) we have just chosen a value which looks meaningful. This leads to the following result: A look at the results shows that Tweedie's compound Poisson model is close to the chain-ladder estimates. For the outstanding payments this is not surprising since for p = 1.1741, we expect that Tweedie's estimate for the outstanding payments is close to the Poisson estimate (which is identical with the chain-ladder estimate). For the error terms it is more surprising that they are so similar. The reason for this similarity is not so clear because we have estimated a different number of parameters with a different number of observations. Furthermore, MSEP is obtained in completely different ways (see also discussion in [1] , Section 7.6). An other well-known model is the so-called parametric chain-ladder method, which is based on the log-normal distribution (see Taylor [9] , Section 7.3). We assume that This model is different from the one usually used in claims reserving, which would apply to incremental data (see e.g. [1] , Section 3.2). We have chosen the model from Taylor [9] because it is very easy to handle. The prediction errors are estimated according to Taylor [9] , formulas (7.29)- . This leads to the following result: The log-normal model gives estimates for the outstanding payments which are close to the chain-ladder estimates, and hence are close to Tweedie's estimates. We have very often observed this similarity. One remarkable difference between Tweedie's MSEP estimates and log-normal MSEP estimates is, that the Tweedie model gives more weight to the uncertainties for high development periods where one has only a few observations. This may come from the fact that for the chain-ladder model we consider cumulative data. This cumulation has already some smoothing effect.
CONCLUSIONS
Of course, we start the actuarial analysis of our claims reserving problem by the chain-ladder method. The chain-ladder reserve can very easily be calculated.
